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(54) Device for applying fastening means

(57) A device is provided to apply fastening means
(C) each provided at least with one almost flat head (H)
having a central pass through hole (P) were two opposed
sides (S) of said head have respective protrusions (J) at
least approximately perpendicular in respect to the head
(H) and forming shoulders (S).The remaining opposed
sides of the head have respective tongues (L) jutting out
of the head (H).

Said device (1) comprises a first magazine (3) for
nails (N) each assigned to block a fastening means (C)
and it comprises a shooting means (5) assigned to shoot
the nails (N) in a shooting direction for blocking the re-
spective fastening means (C) through said hole (P).

Said device (1) comprises a second magazine (9)
having slide guide means (11) assigned house in a sliding
manner a set of fastening means (C) with the tongues
(L) oriented in the forward sliding direction (A) and the
shoulders (S) being oriented transversally and toward
the sliding direction provided to the fastening means (C)
by pushing means (13) of the second magazine (9) to-
wards an outlet end (15) of the second magazine (9).

Said outlet end (15) has a pair of jaw means (17)
hinged to respective first rotation pins (23) perpendicular
oriented in respect to said sliding direction (A), said jaw
means (17) are mutually faced and their front portions,
in respect to the sliding direction (A), are elastically and
mutually approached by means of respective elastic el-
ements (21).

Said front portions of the jaw means (17) fully pro-
trude from the second store (9) toward said sliding direc-
tion (A), each of said jaw means (17) has at least a tooth
(19) shaped in form of shoulder oriented towards the sec-
ond magazine (9) and said tooth (19) is assigned to elas-

tically match at least with a shoulder (S) of a fastening
means (C) interposed between the jaw means (17).

Said teeth (19) elastically and detachably hold the
fastening means (C) in a position of alignment of the re-
spective pass through hole (P) with the shooting direction
of the shooting means (5).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to the field con-
cerning the tools for applying and fastening of clips, and
in particular relates to a device for applying fastening
means consisting of clips for mounting floors, parquet of
mutually spaced slats.
[0002] There are known fastening means consisting of
metal clips with a sort of plate head, roughly flat and ap-
proximately rectangular shaped in plan. Two opposite
sides of the head have respective thin and elongated
protrusions, bent perpendicularly, or nearly so, to the
plane of the head and facing forming a pair of parallel
legs. The remaining two opposite sides of the head form
respective tongues with distal edges approximately
straight or concave or convex; each of these tongues can
be coplanar with the central portion of the head or slightly
inclined and its edge can be provided with optional small
nails, protruding in the same direction of the legs.
[0003] The central portion of the head has a circular
shaped through-hole.
[0004] Said clips are assigned to fix to a structure, con-
stituted for example by joists or rafters of wood or of other
material suitable to be nailed, a set of parallel boards or
slats made of wood, of wood derivate or substitute or any
substitute materials. Each minor lateral longitudinal fac-
es, namely the longitudinal edges, of the said slats is
provided with a respective longitudinal groove, whose
cross section has dimensions complementary to, or big-
ger than, those of the tongues of the fasteners to hose
these tongues.
[0005] Operationally, a tongue of a clip must be insert-
ed in a longitudinal slot of a slat for example, already
partially place in work; such clip, with a tongue inserted
into the groove, is placed above one of the rafters or other
element of the support structure. The legs of the clip di-
rected to or in contact with such a rafter to which the clip
is fixed by means of a nail inserted into the central hole
of the head of the same clip and fixed into the rafter until
that the head of the nail and the head of the clip are in
mutual abutment and until the distal ends of the legs of
the clip are in contact with the rafter. When the fastening
of the slat is done, each cross between the groove and
the rafters of the support structure has a nailed clip; the
free tongues of such clips are aligned and ready to be
inserted into a groove of a further slat to be assembled
and which will be in turn completely locked by the appli-
cation of other clips in its remaining groove. At the end
of the operations, the slats are parallel fixed to the support
structure and mutually spaced apart of a distance which
approximately corresponds to the longitudinal dimension
of the central portion of the fastener’s head.
[0006] The clips can be joined together to carry out
rows of clips by means of thin and short breakable union
joints of the distal ends of the tongues of the adjacent
slat clips.
[0007] Document US2001/054635 A1 discloses a de-
vice having a fastening magazine, a nail magazine and

nail shooting means to shoot a nail from the respective
magazine through an hole of a round fastening, from re-
spective magazine, fixing it onto a support.
[0008] Said device comprises a seat means provided
with a couple of resilient longitudinally scored arms as-
signed to keep a round fastening before and during nail-
ing and to release the nailed fastening through an open-
ing of the seat after nailing. One of the two arms and the
round fastening are almost completely housed inside the
seat means whose size, shape and lower side opening
position render it not fit for inserting the edge of the fas-
tening inside slots or narrow cavity. Furthermore the
scored arms are fit only to avoid the unwanted falling
down of the fastening through the opening.
[0009] One object of the present invention is to propose
a device for applying fastening means consisting of said
clasps arranged in splints or also individual.
[0010] Another object is to propose a device for apply-
ing fastening means consisting of a plurality of said clips
free from mutual constraints.
[0011] Further object is to propose a device which fa-
cilitates positioning and insertion of the tongues of the
clips into the grooves.
[0012] Another purpose is to propose a device which
provides a safe and easy locking by nails of clasps to the
support structure.
[0013] The characteristics of the invention are high-
lighted in the following with particular reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:

- figure 1 shows a side view of the device for applying
fastening means of the present invention in which
some parts have been removed to better illustrate
others;

- figures 2, 3 and 4 show sectional views respectively
according to plans II-II, III-III and IV-IV of figure 1;

- figures 5 and 6 show respectively side and front par-
tial views of the device of figure 1 in an approaching
condition of a slat to be fixed;

- figure 7 shows a partial and side view of the device
of figure 1 in an inserting condition of a fastening
means into the slot of the slat to be fixed;

- figures 8 and 9 show respectively side and front par-
tial views of the device of figure 1 in a condition of
inserting a fastening item into the slot and of setting
up for a nail shooting for locking the fastener;

- figures 10 and 11 show respectively side and front
partial views of the device of figure 1 in a condition
immediately subsequent to the shooting of the nail
locking the fastening means;

- figures 12 - 14 show partial and section views of the
device of figure 1 according the same section plane
of figure 3 respectively in the conditions immediately
after the shooting, of partial and of complete detach-
ment of the fastening means from the device;

- figure 15 shows an enlarged and sectional view of
the fastening means nailed to the support structure
and engaged in the groove of the slat in the same
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conditions of figure 14;
- figures 16 - 18 show partial and respectively bottom,

sectioned by plane XVII-XVII and top views of a var-
iant of the previous figures device.

[0014] With reference to figures 1 to 15, numeral 1 in-
dicates the device, object of the present invention, for
applying fastening means C of known type and not known
type.
[0015] Said fastening means C are assigned to mutu-
ally outdistance and to fix the boards, planks or slats D
made of wood, derivatives or substitutes of wood, to a
support structure consisting, for example, of parallel
joists or rafters T made of wood or other nailable material.
[0016] The minor lateral longitudinal faces, namely the
longitudinal edges, of the slats D are provided with re-
spective longitudinal grooves G whose cross section has
dimensions complementary to, or greater than, those of
the sections of the tongues of the fastening means C in
order to accommodate these tongues.
[0017] Each fastening means C is equipped with a cen-
tral portion or centrally roughly flat head H provided with
a through hole P.
[0018] Two opposite sides of said head H have respec-
tive protrusions J at least approximately perpendicular
to the head H and forming side shoulders S. These pro-
trusions J constitute a pair of legs of the fastening means
C.
[0019] The remaining two opposite sides of the head
H of the fastening means C have respective tongues L
protruding from the head H itself. These tongues L can
be coplanar with the head or slightly inclined with respect
to it and can be provided at their ends with teeth or nails.
[0020] The fastening means C can be separated or
preferably are united in arrays or rows fastening means
by means of frangible bridges B connecting the tongues
of adjacent fastening means C.
[0021] The device 1 comprises a first magazine or
store 3 for the nails N assigned to fix the fastening means
C, the device also includes shooting means 5 assigned
to shoot such nails N in a shooting direction.
[0022] The nails N have a stem and a respective head;
the cross section of the stem is equal to or less then the
diameter of the hole H of the fastening means C and the
cross section of the nail head is greater than said hole H.
[0023] The shooting means and the first store can be,
for example, those of a pneumatic nail gun.
[0024] The device 1 comprises a second magazine or
store 9 provided with sliding guide means 11, preferably
straight, to slidably accommodate a set of fastening
means C, preferably joined to form a row.
[0025] The second store 9 is provided with a spring
thrust means 13 assigned to elastically thrust and slide
the fastening means C in a forward sliding direction A,
along the second store 9 toward the outlet end 15 of said
second store for the fastening means.
[0026] The two tongues L of each fastening means C
housed into the second store 9 protrudes from the head

one toward the outlet end 15 and the other in the opposite
direction; In other words said tongues are oriented toward
opposite directions and the longitudinal axis thereof lye
on the sliding direction A. The shoulders S of each fas-
tening means C housed into the second store 9 are trans-
versely oriented in respect to the forward sliding direction
A and face the outlet end 15.
[0027] For reference orientation, in an operating con-
dition of the device for the mounting of fastening means
C on a horizontal structure, the second store 9 is hori-
zontal and is located below the first store 3 for nails N
and below the shooting means 5; nevertheless the device
can operate in any orientation.
[0028] In the following reference will be made to the
orientation above mentioned.
[0029] The sliding guide means 11 comprises an elon-
gated longitudinal median rib means 12 whose transver-
sal section is rectangular or frustoconical shaped. The
rib means 12 is longitudinally fixed into the second store
9, parallel to the sliding direction A and is spaced from
the top and side inner walls of the latter 9 to form the
horizontal longitudinal cavity with cross section approx-
imately "C" shaped with the two ends thereof facing
down, to slidably accommodate the set or rows of fas-
tening means C with the respective heads H oriented
almost horizontally and placed above the legs of the pro-
trusions.
[0030] The inner faces of the fastening means C match
in a sliding manner with the longitudinal side and top fac-
es of the rib means 12.
[0031] The thrust means 13 push and translate the fas-
tening means C along the sliding direction A, by reason
of the consumption of the fastening means C themselves,
towards an outlet end 15 of the second store 9.
[0032] This outlet end bears a pair of jaw means 17,
driven by respective elastic elements 21, and assigned
to elastically abut with a fastening means C for elastically
and reversibly locking it in an alignment position of the
respective through hole P to the shooting direction of the
shooting means 5.
[0033] The jaw means 17, for example consist of flat
plates horizontal oriented and almost coplanar or parallel
to the geometric plane of the head H of the interposed
fastening means C.
[0034] Sais plates of the jaw means 17 have a shaped
plan profile and are made of steel.
[0035] Referring to the forward sliding direction A along
the second store means 9, the front portions of the jaw
means 17 fully protrude from the second store 9. The jaw
means 17 are hinged to respective first pivot pins 23 per-
pendicular to said sliding direction A.
[0036] The first pivot pins 23 are also approximately
perpendicular to the plane defined by the heads H of the
fastening means C in the second store 9 or, being such
that the horizontal plane in the orientation chosen for the
description, the first pivot pins 23 are almost vertical.
[0037] The plan view of the mutually facing edges of
the portions of the jaw means 17 assigned to abut with
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a fastening means C, are roughly "L" or "S" shaped; each
of said edges has at least one tooth 19 shaped as a shoul-
der oriented against the sliding direction A, or in other
words towards the spring thrust means 13.
[0038] The teeth 19 are assigned to elastically abut
with the shoulder S of the fastening means C. When the
jaw means 17 are in the condition of the elastic reversible
abutment with the fastening means C, each of said teeth
19 matches with the respective shoulder S and is oriented
perpendicular or nearly perpendicular in respect to the
forward sliding direction A. The elastic elements 21 are,
for example, of compressed helical type and each acts
on the distal end of the respective jaw means 17 in the
direction of the other and opposed jaw means 17. In this
way, the elastic elements 21 provide jaw means 17, the
respective elastic forces of mutual approaching towards
the head of the fastening means C.
[0039] The front and abutting portion of each jaw
means 17 has shape, thickness and length assigned to
allow and to facilitate the introduction of said portion, to-
gether with the interposed tongue L of the head H of the
fastening means C, into the longitudinal groove G and
the near parts of the device are shaped, sized and posi-
tioned for avoiding interferences during said introduction.
[0040] The resilient match of said teeth 19 with the
shoulders S and/or with the protrusions J of the inter-
posed fastening means C keep the through hole P
aligned to the shooting direction, so avoiding the resilient
force generated by the spring thrust means 13 causes
the uncontrolled and unvented ejection of the fastening
means C out of the second store 9. In the same time said
resilient match allow the separation from the device of
the fastening means C engaged in the longitudinal
grooves G of the slat D and fixed by the nail N to the
rafter T as shown in figure 13.
[0041] It is important to underline that the device mem-
bers and especially the jaw means 17, allow and facilitate
the release of the fastening means C, after the nailing
thereof, in the same or almost the same forward sliding
direction A of the fastening means C inside the second
store 9 or, in other words, in an opposite direction of in-
troduction of the jaw means 17 and tongue L of the fas-
tening means C into the longitudinal groove G.
[0042] Possibly the jaw means 17 can elastically match
with the protrusions J instead of or together with the
shoulders S and optionally they 17 can elastically match
with the sides of the head of the fastening means C.
[0043] The device 1 also comprises means for rotating
the end 25, for instance consisting of vertical pins or
studs, for mating with the jaw means 17 approximately
in the condition of elastic reversible blocking preventing
their further approaching.
[0044] The device further comprises a stop means 35
positioned as an extension of the rib means 12 and
aligned and rigidly fixed to the latter 12.
[0045] The stop means 35 is located below the jaw
means 17, in other words and in respect of the latter 17,
the stop means 35 is located in the side opposite to the

shooting means 5.
[0046] The stop means 35 is provided with an abut-
ment face 37 sited below the head H of a fastening means
C kept between the jaw means 17 and it 35 is provided
with a slot shaped median recess 39 having an end
opened in the opposite direction of the rib means 12 and
positioned below a nails N muzzle means 27 of the shoot-
ing means 5.
[0047] The abutment face 37 is assigned to match with
the lower face of the head H of the fastening means C,
stopping its stroke during the nailing thereof.
[0048] The abutment face 37 is locate at a distance
from the contact geometric plane of the device with the
rafters T, said distance is determined to stop the fastening
means C at the right distance from said rafter T.
[0049] In such manner the deformation and damage
of the fastening means C or the too much lower position-
ing of the latter C in respect to the rafter T, caused by
the trust of the shooting means 5, is prevented.
[0050] Preferably the abutment face 37 is parallel to
the head H of the fastening means C kept by the jaw
means 17, in other word said abutment face 37 is hori-
zontal.
[0051] The recess 39 prevents the nail N interferes with
the abutment face 37 or other parts of the stop means 35.
[0052] The stop means 35 further comprises a trans-
versal step means 41 located below the bridges B joining
the fastening means C kept by the jaw means 17 with
the adjacent fastening means C and it 41 is assigned to
facilitate, by a kind of shearing of their weak connection,
the detachment of said two adjacent fastening means C
during the nailing by braking the bridge.
[0053] The shooting means 5 are inferiorly equipped
with a muzzle means 27 having an internal cavity for the
output of the nails N whose longitudinal axis is approxi-
mately perpendicular to the plane of the heads H of the
fastening means C of the second store 9 and passes for
approximately the centre of the hole H of the fastening
means C kept between the jaw means 17.
[0054] The muzzle means 27 is constituted by at least
two movable members 29, for example consisting of two
symmetrical shells of molded steel, each having a re-
spective longitudinal portion of the internal cavity.
[0055] These movable members 29 oscillate between
a passage predisposition condition of the stem of a nail
N in which these members are adjacent in mutual contact
and delimit the inner cavity and a passage condition of
the nail head in which they are separated by opening the
cross section of the inner cavity for the passage of the
nail head. The muzzle means 27 also includes elastic
means transmitting to the movable members 29 elastic
forces of mutual approach and contact.
[0056] In the adjacency condition of mutual contact of
the two movable members 29, the diameter of the cross
section of the external end portion, or distal portion, of
the cavity of the muzzle means 27 is equal to or slightly
bigger than the diameter of the nail stem, in this manner,
muzzle means 27 guides the nail stem along the longi-
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tudinal axis of the respective distal portion of the cavity
by directing with precision through the hole H of the fas-
tening means C kept between the jaw means 17.
[0057] The proximal end portion, or more internal with
respect to the shooting means, of the cavity of the muzzle
means 27 is preferably frustoconical shaped with a vertex
connected to the external end portion, thereby the shape
of the distal portion of the cavity facilitates the entry as
the shot nail head, causing the separation of the movable
members 29, allowing the exit.
[0058] The two symmetrical movable members 29, are
constrained to rotate about respective second pivot pins
31 mutually parallel and perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the inner cavity of the muzzle means 27 and are
therefore horizontal.
[0059] The second store 9 is connected to the first store
3 for nails N and/or shooting means 5 via connection
means 33 of mobile and elastic type allowing a translation
or almost translation of elastic return type for the shooting
means 5 towards the jaw means 17.
[0060] In particular, the connection means 33 com-
prise a pair of vertical prisoners for translation or almost
translation of the second store compared to shooting
means and a hinge with rotation axis perpendicular to
the prisoners. The hinge is placed at a relatively large
distance from the translation prisoners which preferably
are made by end rotation means 25 or by their upward
extension. The connection means 33 also includes coil
springs constrained to translation prisoners and acting
in the removal of the second store from the shooting
means 5. The vertical prisoners are associated with se-
curity means to prevent shooting means 5 to eject the
nails in conditions other than those in which the springs
of the vertical translation prisoners are compressed as a
result of a manual operator.
[0061] The operability of the device, starting from a
condition in which it is fed from a source, the store are
loaded and must be fixed in a groove of a slat or axle to
an underlying structure of horizontal joists, expected to
manually move the device up positioned in a protruding
tongue of the fastening means C held between the jaw
means 17 into the groove and the legs of the respective
protrusion J in contact or on the vertical of the structure
joist, to press down onto the handle and acting onto the
trigger of the shooting means causing the expulsion of a
nail passing through the hole into the joist up to the abut-
ment of the nail head with the hole edge and the leg ends
of the protrusions J with the structure joist.
[0062] The variant of figures 16 - 18 differs from the
preceding embodiment in that the stop means 35 is con-
nected to the second store 9 or preferably to the rib means
12 by means of a resilient element 43 that is elastically
deformable in the shooting direction of the shooting
means 5. Said resilient element 43 carry out a resilient
connection, mobile in the vertical direction.
[0063] The resilient element 43 is elongated plate
shaped and made of harmonic steel or other resilient
material and it 43 is preferably slightly "S" bended in its

median portion.
[0064] The ends of the resilient element 43 are fixed
to the lower portions, in other word the portions assigned
to match with the rafter T, respectively of the stop means
35 and of the rib means 12 by means of pairs of screws
or of other anti-rotation fixing means.
[0065] The stop means 35 and the rib means 12 are
provided, the one with a rib 45, the other one with a chan-
nel 47 mutually and engaged in a sliding manner; both
45, 47 are perpendicular oriented in respect to the below
resilient element 43.
[0066] The stop means 35 is further provided with side
wings 49 assigned to cooperate with the resilient element
43, with the rib 45 and the channel 47 for centering the
stop means 35.
[0067] The abutment face 37 is inclined in respect to
the geometric plane of mutual contact between the de-
vice and the rafters T so the distal end of the abutment
face 37 is lower in respect to the proximal end thereof 37.
[0068] An advantage of the present invention is to pro-
vide a device for applying fastening means consisting of
said clips arranged in splints or also individual.
[0069] Other advantage is to provide a device for ap-
plying fastening means consisting of a plurality of said
clips free from mutual constraints.
[0070] Further advantage is to provide a device facili-
tating the insertion and positioning of the tongues of the
clips into the grooves.
[0071] Another advantage is to provide a device as-
signed to provide a safe and easy locking for clasps by
nails to the support structure.

Claims

1. Device for applying fastening means (C) each pro-
vided at least with one almost flat head (H) having a
central pass through hole (P) were two opposed
sides (S) of said head have respective protrusions
(J) forming shoulders (S) and the remaining opposed
sides of the head have respective tongues (L) jutting
out of the head (H); said device (1) comprises a first
magazine (3) for nails (N) each assigned to block a
fastening means (C) and it comprises a shooting
means (5) assigned to shoot the nails (N) in a shoot-
ing direction through said hole (P) for fixing the re-
spective fastening means (C); said device (1) com-
prises a second magazine (9) having slide guide
means (11) assigned to house in a sliding manner a
set of fastening means (C) with the tongues (L) ori-
ented in the forward sliding direction (A) and the
shoulders (S) being oriented transversally and to-
ward the sliding direction provided to the fastening
means (C) by thrust means (13) of the second mag-
azine (9) towards an outlet end (15) of the second
magazine (9); said device (1) being characterized
in that said outlet end (15) has a pair of jaw means
(17) hinged to respective first rotation pins (23) per-
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pendicular oriented in respect to said sliding direction
(A), are mutually faced and their front portions, in
respect to the sliding direction (A), are elastically and
mutually approached by means of respective elastic
elements (21) and said front portions fully protrude
from the second store (9) toward said sliding direc-
tion (A), each of said jaw means (17) has at least a
tooth (19) shaped in form of shoulder oriented to-
wards the second magazine (9) and said tooth (19)
is assigned to elastically match at least with a shoul-
der (S) of the head (H) of a fastening means (C)
interposed between the jaw means (17); said teeth
(19) elastically and detachably hold the fastening
means (C) in a position of alignment of the respective
pass through hole (P) with the shooting direction of
the shooting means (5).

2. Device according to claim 1 characterized in that
the first rotation pins (23) are approximately perpen-
dicular in respect to the geometrical plane defined
by the heads (H) of the fastening means (C) housed
into the second store (9) and the portions of the jaw
means (17) assigned to match with a fastening
means (C) are approximately "L" or "S" shaped, each
with the tooth (19) assigned to match with a shoulder
(S), oriented approximately perpendicular to the slid-
ing direction (A) when in the elastic and detachable
holding condition of the fastening means (C); the
elastic elements (21) transmit to the jaw means (17)
respective elastic forces for the mutual approach of
said portions of the jaw means (17) assigned to meet
the fastening means (C).

3. Device according to claim 2 characterized in that
it comprises rotation arrest means (25) assigned to
match with the jaw means (17) in the elastic and
detachable holding condition.

4. Device according to any of preceding claims char-
acterized in that the slide guide means (11) is pro-
vided with a longitudinal cavity whose transversal
section is approximately "C" shape for slidably hous-
ing of the set of fastening means (C).

5. Device according to any of preceding claims char-
acterized in that the shooting means (5) is provided
with muzzle means (27) having an inner longitudinal
cavity for the ejection of the nails (N) whose longitu-
dinal axis is approximately perpendicular in respect
to the geometrical plane of the heads (H) of the fas-
tening means (C) of the second magazine (9) and
said axis passes through the hole (H) of the fastening
means (C) that is hold by the jaw means (17).

6. Device according to claim 5 characterized in that
the muzzle means (27) consists of at least two mobile
members (29) each having a respective longitudinal
portion of the inner cavity; said at least two mobile

members (29) are mobile between a ready for the
nail (N) stem passage condition in which said mobile
members (29) are adjacent and in mutual contact
and they fully define the inner cavity and a nail (N)
head passage condition in which they (29) are
spaced apart so opening the sections of the inner
cavity for the passage of the nail head; were elastic
means of the muzzle means transmit elastic forces
for the mutual approach and contact of the mobile
members (29).

7. Device according to claim 6 characterized in that
in the adjacent and contact condition of the at least
two mobile members (29), the diameter of the trans-
versal section at least of the distal end portion of the
muzzle means (27) cavity is equal or slightly bigger
in comparison with the nails (N) stem diameter; the
inner muzzle means (27) cavity proximal end portion
is preferably truncated cone shaped and it vertex is
directly connected to the distal end portion.

8. Device according to claim 7 characterized in that
the mobile members (29) are in number of two, they
are symmetric and constrained to swivel about re-
spective second rotation pins (31) mutually parallel
and perpendicular in respect to the longitudinal axis
of the inner cavity of the muzzle means (27).

9. Device according to any of preceding claims char-
acterized in that the second magazine (9) is con-
nected to the nails (N) first magazine (3) and/or to
the shooting means (5) by means of mobile and re-
silient connection means (33) for allowing the trans-
lation or the almost rectilinear translation with elastic
recovery of the shooting means (5) towards the jaw
means (17).

10. Device according to any of preceding claims char-
acterized in that it comprises a stop means (35)
aligned to and fixed to a rib means (12) of the sliding
guide means (11) located in the opposite side of the
shooting means (5) in respect to the jaw means (17)
to which (17) it is at least partially faced; said stop
means (35) is provided with an abutment face (37)
for a nailed fastening means (C) and it (35) is pro-
vided with a median recess (39) for the nails (N) po-
sitioned below the muzzle means (27) of the shooting
means (5).

11. Device according to claim 10 characterized in that
the stop means (35) is provided with a transversal
step means (41) located below frangible bridge (B)
connecting the fastening means kept between by the
jaw means (17) with the adjacent fastening means
(C) for facilitating the shearing of said frangible
bridge (B).

12. Device according to claim 10 or 11 characterized
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in that the stop means (35) is connected to the sec-
ond store (9) or preferably to the rib means (12) by
means of a resilient element (43) that is elastically
deformable in the shooting direction of the shooting
means (5).

13. Device according to claim 12 characterized in that
the resilient element (43) is elongated plate shaped
and is preferably slightly "S" bended in its median
portion, and the ends of said resilient element (43)
are fixed to the lower portions respectively of the stop
means (35) and of the rib means (12).

14. Device according to claim 12 or 13 characterized
in that the stop means (35) and the rib means (12)
are provided, the one with a rib (45) and the another
with a channel (47) mutually and engaged in sliding
manner and perpendicular in respect to the below
resilient element (43).
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